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As of now, the newest version is available for all SANTEC 2 
already been delivered can be updated with this version. New cameras, depending on the model, already come 
with the new firmware. 
 
The firmware version 1.0.2.332 (April 2013) 
 

 Improved web interface 
 4 simultaneous video streams (quad
 Region of Interest (ROI) 
 OnePush auto focus 
 Enhanced zoom and focus function
 Digital focus assistant 
 Pictures in 9:16 format 
 Automatic detection of network failures
 Export & import of camera configurations
 High Profile H.264 
 Improved firewall compatibility
 FTP access to internal SD card
 ONVIF Profile S compatibility 

The firmware version 1.0.2.383 (June 2013) 
 

 Improved web interface 
 Gain control for enhanced picture quality under poor light conditions
 FTP / SMB (Windows network access) 
 Periodic JPEG � Time lapse function

 
*) Except for SANTEC camera models SNC
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s available for all SANTEC 2  and 5 mega pixel IP cameras
already been delivered can be updated with this version. New cameras, depending on the model, already come 

1.0.2.332 (April 2013) includes innovative functions, such as: 

4 simultaneous video streams (quad-streaming) 

Enhanced zoom and focus function 

Automatic detection of network failures 
Export & import of camera configurations 

Improved firewall compatibility 
FTP access to internal SD card 

 

1.0.2.383 (June 2013) includes innovative functions, such as (see page 9

Gain control for enhanced picture quality under poor light conditions 
FTP / SMB (Windows network access) � Optional remote access to the cameras�s 

Time lapse function 

Except for SANTEC camera models SNC-3342 and SNC-6332. 
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and 5 mega pixel IP cameras*. Cameras which have 

already been delivered can be updated with this version. New cameras, depending on the model, already come 

see page 9): 

to the cameras�s SD card 
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Improved web interface (from version 1.0.2.332)

 

Amongst other features, the new firmware has seen an improvement on its web interface. 
more comfortable, safer and more effi

 

 Live-viewer display. The Activ

o Until now, users had to actively install 

 Automatic adjustment of live picture to browser size.

o The video image is now disp
scrolling becomes unnecessary.

 Major video streaming parameters are displayed in the live view image. 
parameters (MAC address, IP address and f
GOP size are displayed, too. 

o Users are enabled to have a one
camera settings.  

 

 Security note in administration menu
administrator is notified that the default factory password is still active and he is asked to change it. 

 

 The system remembers the last video stream which had previously been used.

o If the camera live-view mode is enabled, the vi
computer is automatically selected

 

 

 
 

 

 Enabled   
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(from version 1.0.2.332) 

Amongst other features, the new firmware has seen an improvement on its web interface. 
more comfortable, safer and more efficient. Improved web interface features include: 

Active-X installation now runs in the background. 

Until now, users had to actively install Active-X. 

adjustment of live picture to browser size. 

The video image is now displayed as full screen (depending on the resolution), so that picture 
scrolling becomes unnecessary.  

Major video streaming parameters are displayed in the live view image. In addition to the previous 
parameters (MAC address, IP address and firmware version), now video codec, frame rate, bit 

 

Users are enabled to have a one-glance overview on the current video picture as well as the 

Security note in administration menu. To protect the camera against unauthorized access, the 
administrator is notified that the default factory password is still active and he is asked to change it. 

 

The system remembers the last video stream which had previously been used.

view mode is enabled, the video stream which had last been used on this local 
computer is automatically selected again. 

    Still active when system is started again.
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Amongst other features, the new firmware has seen an improvement on its web interface. It has now become 

layed as full screen (depending on the resolution), so that picture 

In addition to the previous 
video codec, frame rate, bit rate and 

glance overview on the current video picture as well as the 

nauthorized access, the 
administrator is notified that the default factory password is still active and he is asked to change it.  

The system remembers the last video stream which had previously been used. 

deo stream which had last been used on this local 

Still active when system is started again. 
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Four simultaneous video streams (quad

 

 

Region of Interest (ROI) (from version 1.0.2.332)

 

 
The new firmeware enables to display a selected picture are
Regions of Interest, hence separate video streams, thus allow
the picture. 
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multaneous video streams (quad-streaming) (from version 1.0.2.332) 

The new firmware enables the simultaneous streaming of up 
to four independent video streams. 
video streams were possible. The four video streams can be 
set individually regarding video codec, resolution and frame 
rate. Hence SANTEC cameras are ideal for d
surveillance projects, e.g. if additional video analytics or 
additional alarm images are neede
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(from version 1.0.2.332) 

enables to display a selected picture area (Region of Interest) as 
arate video streams, thus allow to display particular important details or areas in 
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les the simultaneous streaming of up 
to four independent video streams. In the past, only two 
video streams were possible. The four video streams can be 
set individually regarding video codec, resolution and frame 

Hence SANTEC cameras are ideal for demanding video 
surveillance projects, e.g. if additional video analytics or 
additional alarm images are needed.  

 

st) as a separate video stream. 
ular important details or areas in 
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OnePush auto focus (from version 1.0.2.332)

 

 
 
A new feature within the firmware update is t
(OnePush), the motorized lens is automatically brought into focus. This function, however, is only available for 
camera models with a motorized zoom lens.
 
(SNC-5312IR, SNC-5315IR, SNC-6212IR,

 

Improved zoom & focus (from version 1.0.2.332)

 

 

The zoom and focus function of cameras equipped with a motorized lens is now even easier to use and has been 
ergonomically designed. Hence the lens can be set more 
 
(SNC-5312IR, SNC-5315IR, SNC-6212IR, SNC
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(from version 1.0.2.332) 

A new feature within the firmware update is the OnePush auto focus function. With just one mouse
(OnePush), the motorized lens is automatically brought into focus. This function, however, is only available for 
camera models with a motorized zoom lens. 

12IR, SNC-6312IRH, SNC-6315IRH) 

(from version 1.0.2.332) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The zoom and focus function of cameras equipped with a motorized lens is now even easier to use and has been 
ergonomically designed. Hence the lens can be set more accurate than in the past.  

12IR, SNC-6312IRH, SNC-6315IRH) 
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function. With just one mouse-click 
(OnePush), the motorized lens is automatically brought into focus. This function, however, is only available for 

The zoom and focus function of cameras equipped with a motorized lens is now even easier to use and has been 
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Digital focus assistant (from version 1.0.2.332)

 

 
Thanks to the digital focus assistant, it is possible to zoom
focus can be determined easier and more precisely

 

9:16 display format (corridor mode)
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(from version 1.0.2.332) 

 

Thanks to the digital focus assistant, it is possible to zoom-in the centre of the picture (up to x8)
focus can be determined easier and more precisely when adjusting the lens which leads to a perfect lens setting.

) (from version 1.0.2.332) 

The corridor mode enables the picture to be displayed in 
9:16 portrait format, hence a vertical format, contrary to the 
commonly used 16:9 format. For this purpose
(or the internal lens respectively
This picture still has the full resolution. This 9:16 format is 
ideal for monitoring corridors, halls, tunnels or any other 
location where a vertical picture is preferred.
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picture (up to x8). Hereby, the 
when adjusting the lens which leads to a perfect lens setting. 

The corridor mode enables the picture to be displayed in 
ait format, hence a vertical format, contrary to the 

For this purpose, the camera 
respectively) has to be turned by 90°. 

This picture still has the full resolution. This 9:16 format is 
orridors, halls, tunnels or any other 

location where a vertical picture is preferred. 
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Auto-detection of network failures (from version 1.0.2.332)

 

Using the new firmware, it is possible to detect whether a network connection to a specific device
e.g. a video management system or a router. 
internal SD card so that no video data is lost. Depending on the camera model, an alarm output can be activated 
additionally. 

 

Export & import of camera configurations

 

 

Camera configurations can now be downloaded from the camera to a local computer by using the web interface. 
This allows not only to save the camera configurations but also to restore 
configurations can be transmitted from one camera to another, provided that the same firmware version is 
installed on these devices. 
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(from version 1.0.2.332) 

Using the new firmware, it is possible to detect whether a network connection to a specific device
e.g. a video management system or a router. If this is not the case, the camera is able to record the data to the 
internal SD card so that no video data is lost. Depending on the camera model, an alarm output can be activated 

of camera configurations (from version 1.0.2.332) 

Camera configurations can now be downloaded from the camera to a local computer by using the web interface. 
This allows not only to save the camera configurations but also to restore them, if necessary. Moreover, the 

tted from one camera to another, provided that the same firmware version is 
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Using the new firmware, it is possible to detect whether a network connection to a specific device is still active, 
If this is not the case, the camera is able to record the data to the 

internal SD card so that no video data is lost. Depending on the camera model, an alarm output can be activated 

 

Camera configurations can now be downloaded from the camera to a local computer by using the web interface. 
them, if necessary. Moreover, the 

tted from one camera to another, provided that the same firmware version is 
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FTP access to SD card (from version 1.0.2.332)

 

 

H.264 High Profile 

 

 
In contrast to H.264 Main Profile, the highly efficient standard 
low bandwidth. This means that more video data can be stored using the same storage cap
storage costs. 
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(from version 1.0.2.332) 

Access to data stored on the camera�s 

FTP. Videos are organized in different folders by type of event, 
i.e. motion detection and alarm, as well as by date and time. This 
facilitates the search for a specific event.

 

 

 

 

 

 

in Profile, the highly efficient standard H.264 High Profile provides better video quality at 
low bandwidth. This means that more video data can be stored using the same storage cap
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ccess to data stored on the camera�s SD card is convenient via 
FTP. Videos are organized in different folders by type of event, 
i.e. motion detection and alarm, as well as by date and time. This 
facilitates the search for a specific event. 

 

provides better video quality at 
low bandwidth. This means that more video data can be stored using the same storage capacity which saves 
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Improved firewall compatibility (from ve

 

 
Access to the video images can be 
administrator can enable the firewall transmission
network using a web browser. 
 
Using the new passive FTP mode, the camera can store e.g. alarm pictures on a FTP

 

ONVIF Profile S compatibility (from version 1.0.2.332)

 

The cameras can now be embedded in the most commonly used video management 
software solutions, thanks to their ONVIF compatibility. 
latest ONVIF Profile S which enables a smooth operation.
 
A list of video management softwares (tested by SANTEC) is available on our website:
www.santec-video.de/download/IP-Kameras/Compatibilitylist_SANTEC_IP_cameras_EN.pdf
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(from version 1.0.2.332) 

Access to the video images can be prevented by a firewall. By setting the video protocol, the network 
administrator can enable the firewall transmission so that video streams can be received outside the camera�s 

Using the new passive FTP mode, the camera can store e.g. alarm pictures on a FTP-

(from version 1.0.2.332) 

The cameras can now be embedded in the most commonly used video management 
to their ONVIF compatibility. SANTEC cameras use the 

which enables a smooth operation. 

A list of video management softwares (tested by SANTEC) is available on our website:
Kameras/Compatibilitylist_SANTEC_IP_cameras_EN.pdf
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By setting the video protocol, the network 
so that video streams can be received outside the camera�s 

-server. 

The cameras can now be embedded in the most commonly used video management 
SANTEC cameras use the 

A list of video management softwares (tested by SANTEC) is available on our website: 
Kameras/Compatibilitylist_SANTEC_IP_cameras_EN.pdf 

http://www.santec-video.de/download/IP-
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Improved web interface  (from version 1.0.2.383)

 

Amongst other features, the new firmware has seen an improvement on its web 
more comfortable, safer and more efficient. 

 

 Language selection (German, English) also available in administrator view.
 

 

 Improved speed dome control:

o Using the Click&Move function, a 
live view. 

 Remote access to the SD card (optionally available) can be enabled or disabled by the administrator.

o Remote access to SD card. This function is enabled by default.
 

 

FTP / SMB (Windows network access) 

(from version 1.0.2.383) 
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(from version 1.0.2.383) 

Amongst other features, the new firmware has seen an improvement on its web interface. 
more comfortable, safer and more efficient. Improved web interface features include: 

Language selection (German, English) also available in administrator view. 

Improved speed dome control: 

Using the Click&Move function, a speed dome is moved directly and intuitively via the camera 

Remote access to the SD card (optionally available) can be enabled or disabled by the administrator.

Remote access to SD card. This function is enabled by default. 

 

s network access) � Optional remote access to camera�s SD card

You can conveniently access the stored video data on the SD card 
by using a FTP program. The videos are sorted by event (motion 
detection and alarm) and by time and date.
specific events is facilitated. 

 

A new feature is access to the SD card by Windows network. This 
enables the SD card of the camera to be integrated as a network 
drive to the desktop or local computer. 
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interface. It has now become 

 

speed dome is moved directly and intuitively via the camera 

Remote access to the SD card (optionally available) can be enabled or disabled by the administrator. 

Optional remote access to camera�s SD card 

access the stored video data on the SD card 
The videos are sorted by event (motion 

date. Hereby, the search for 

A new feature is access to the SD card by Windows network. This 
enables the SD card of the camera to be integrated as a network 
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Gain control � Enhanced picture quality under poor light conditions

 

SANTEC IP cameras produce excellent picture quality day and night. 
the most up-to-date software. 

 

Previously, gain control was only available
colour picture, even in darkness (high gain, fast shutter). 
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picture quality under poor light conditions (from version 1.0.2.383)

SANTEC IP cameras produce excellent picture quality day and night. The quality is enhanced even further using 

Previously, gain control was only available automatically. Now it can also be set manually. T
colour picture, even in darkness (high gain, fast shutter). Noise is almost fully eliminated (low gain).
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(from version 1.0.2.383) 

 
The quality is enhanced even further using 

automatically. Now it can also be set manually. This results in a clear 
Noise is almost fully eliminated (low gain). 
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Testing e-mail / FTP setting in the web interface

 

 
In case of an alarm (motion, I/O input), the IP camera can send an e

 

A new feature in this firmware revision is the testing of the entered data for e
checks your settings, sends a test e-mail to the selected e
a failure. In case one of the settings is not correct, it will be highlighted in the analysis and the error search is thus
made easier. 

 

Periodic JPEG � Time lapse function

 

SANTEC IP cameras are able to store periodic JPEG
IP cameras have an integrated FTP server, it can be used for this purpose to store the JPEG files to the SD ca
(optionally available). 
 
Individual pictures can be stored. This requires that the camera is set to MJPEG stream
available: 
 

 Always identical: One picture is stored which is periodically overwritten in the same folder.

 Date and time: Pictures are stored by date and time.

 
Using the OpenSource tool SANTEC AVI
pictures can be consolidated to a video (AVI Format).
 
This software is also available as LGPL in C# Source Code and is thus 
available for personal modifications/adjustments.

 

 Time lapse function can be used for 

o Construction sites 

o Webcam  

o Weather cam 

o etc. 
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mail / FTP setting in the web interface  (from version 1.0.2.383) 

In case of an alarm (motion, I/O input), the IP camera can send an e-mail notification or start a FTP upload.

A new feature in this firmware revision is the testing of the entered data for e-mail and FTP server. The software 
mail to the selected e-mail address and produces a short protocol in case of 

a failure. In case one of the settings is not correct, it will be highlighted in the analysis and the error search is thus

se function (from version 1.0.2.383) 

SANTEC IP cameras are able to store periodic JPEG files to a pre-defined alarm FTP server. Since the SANTEC 
IP cameras have an integrated FTP server, it can be used for this purpose to store the JPEG files to the SD ca

Individual pictures can be stored. This requires that the camera is set to MJPEG stream

Always identical: One picture is stored which is periodically overwritten in the same folder.

ctures are stored by date and time. 

Using the OpenSource tool SANTEC AVI-Producer, these individual 
pictures can be consolidated to a video (AVI Format). 

This software is also available as LGPL in C# Source Code and is thus 
cations/adjustments. 

Time lapse function can be used for example for: 
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mail notification or start a FTP upload. 

mail and FTP server. The software 
mail address and produces a short protocol in case of 

a failure. In case one of the settings is not correct, it will be highlighted in the analysis and the error search is thus 

defined alarm FTP server. Since the SANTEC 
IP cameras have an integrated FTP server, it can be used for this purpose to store the JPEG files to the SD card 

Individual pictures can be stored. This requires that the camera is set to MJPEG stream. Two options are 

Always identical: One picture is stored which is periodically overwritten in the same folder. 
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Note: 

The latest firmware version is available for download in the respective 
 
In the product's "Download" chapter, you will find the item "Firmware/Software" which contains a ZIP archive. In 
this file, there is the current firmware version as well as additional tools
 

 
User name and password are available thro
support@santec-video.com 
 

 

This is a piece of technical information provided by 

excepted.  
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The latest firmware version is available for download in the respective product section in our webshop.

oduct's "Download" chapter, you will find the item "Firmware/Software" which contains a ZIP archive. In 
this file, there is the current firmware version as well as additional tools (IP-Finder and AVI

User name and password are available through our support team: 

This is a piece of technical information provided by SANTEC BW AG. Subject to technical changes. Errors 
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product section in our webshop. 

oduct's "Download" chapter, you will find the item "Firmware/Software" which contains a ZIP archive. In 
Finder and AVI-Producer). 

 

Subject to technical changes. Errors 
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